Abstract-To transmit a mixture of real-time and non-realtime traffic in a broadcast system, we impose a basic service rate r0 for real-time traffic and use the excess rate beyond r0 to transmit non-real-time traffic. Considering the time-varying nature of wireless channels, the basic service rate is guaranteed with a service outage constraint, where service outage occurs when the channel capacity is below the basic service rate. This approach is well suited for providing growing services like video, real-time TV, etc., in group transportation systems such as coach, high-speed train, and airplane. We show that the optimal power allocation policy depends only on the statistics of the minimum gain of all user channels, and it is a combination of water-filling and channel inversion. We provide the optimal power allocation policy, which guarantees that real-time traffic be delivered with quality of service (QoS) for every user. Moreover, we show that the required minimum average power to satisfy the service outage constraint increases linearly with the number of users.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mixed traffic, consisting of traffic with different delay requirements, permeates everywhere in today's communications. To differentiate the traffic, some previous works used the queueing delay, like [1] [2] , however, deriving the queueing delay often requires the Markovian property of the queueing model, which might not be satisfied by practical traffic. To obviate such difficulty, in this paper, we broadly divide mixed traffic into two categories, real-time and non-real-time. Like in [3] [4], we add a basic service rate r 0 for transmitting real-time traffic and use the excess rate beyond r 0 to transmit non-realtime traffic. If the channel capacity is smaller than r 0 , service outage occurs. Quality of service (QoS) is guaranteed if the probability of service outage is smaller than a certain value .
We use such a service outage-based approach for mixed traffic transmission in a broadcast system. Specifically, we consider the scenario where the common transmitter needs to broadcast the same information to all users. This scenario is becoming more common with the development of group transportation systems such as coach, high-speed train, and airplane. 1 These services are more suitably provided by broadcasting over some reserved channel, since in most cases, other channels are allocated for control or Internet access. We will discuss power allocation in such a system to guarantee the service outage constraint of each user.
Our main contributions include: First, we propose the optimal power allocation policy given service outage constraint in such a broadcast system, it turns out to be a combination of water-filling and channel inversion based only on the minimum gain of all user channels. Second, we prove that the required minimum average power to guarantee QoS for each user scales linearly with the number of users. This result can serve as the upper bound of the power consumption and indicates that certain approaches like user cooperation or compromising fairness should be applied to avoid linear power consumption.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model and the main problem are introduced in Section II. In Sections III and IV, we present the main theorem of the paper and the proof of this theorem respectively. In Section V, we discuss the scaling of minimum average power with the number of users. Simulation results are given in Section VI. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
Notation: We use boldface letters to denote vectors, E h∈H [·] to denote expectation with random vector h in the state space H, i.e., E h∈H [·] = h∈H ·f h (h)dh, where f h (h) is the probability density function (PDF) of h. If H is omitted, the expectation is over the entire state space of h.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We discuss power allocation for a broadcast system in which a common transmitter provides the same service for N users, as shown in Fig. 1 . The service is a mix of real-time and nonreal-time traffic, we therefore impose a basic service rate r 0 for the real-time traffic. The excess rate beyond r 0 is utilized to transmit the non-real-time traffic.
Suppose all users in the system experience slow block fading, and the block length is long enough so that informationtheoretic channel capacity can be applied. In a block, the channel of each user is
where √ h i , Z i are the channel gain, additive white Gaussian noise of user i, respectively. Besides, the Gaussian noise of all users are assumed with the same variance σ 2 . If the transmitter has the average power constraint P av , then the channel capacity 
and log is with base 2 throughout this paper. We define the instantaneous system capacity as the minimum instantaneous channel capacity of the N users. If the instantaneous system capacity is below the basic service rate r 0 , we call it a service outage. Different from the concept of outage capacity, we allow variable-rate transmission by conducting either variable-rate channel coding or source coding. To guarantee QoS for all users, we constrain the probability of service outage to , that is, the probability that the instantaneous system capacity is below r 0 is no larger than . Furthermore, we assume that in each block, the common transmitter has perfect channel state information (CSI) of all users, then our main optimization problem is 
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we present the main result on the optimal solution of problem (3), given as Theorem 1. The proof of this theorem is provided at the end of Section IV.
Theorem 1: Define fȟ(ȟ) as the PDF ofȟ,ȟ as the threshold that Pr{ȟ ≤ȟ } = , P min as the minimum power that
Let γ * (h) be the optimal power allocation policy of problem (4) (or equivalently (3)), then γ * (h) depends only on the statistics of the minimum of all channel gains. If P av < P min , γ * (h) does not exist. If
where λ is chosen that constraint (3a) is satisfied. The difficulty in proving Theorem 1 is that (4c) is not a linear constraint of γ(h), hence, concavity of R(ȟγ(h)) with respect to (w.r.t.) γ(h) is not enough. We need to show that all points of h with the sameȟ would either makeȟγ(h)
IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In this section, we start with the simple case where the number of users is 2, and obtain the structure of the optimal solution, then extend the result to the case with N users.
With 2 users, and by dividing the entire channel state space into two subspaces
Problem (6) has the special structure that both the objective function and the constraints can be divided into two parts according to channel state space division. Therefore, we can divide this problem into two separate problems by introducing additional parameters. Let γ i (h) denote the power allocation policy in subspace H i , then the separation is given as (7) .
It is easy to check that the optimal solution of problem (7) is the same with that of problem (6) . (7) facilitates our analysis by dividing (6) into two separate problems. By solving the two separate problems, we can find the optimal solution by adjusting the allocation of P 1av , P 2av , 1 , 2 .
Let's first take a look at the separate problem (8 
There is a minimum average power for problem (12). According to constraint (12c),
, then P 1av should satisfy
f h (h)dh 2 dh 1 .
f h (h)dh 2 dh 1 be this minimum power, then if P 1av < P 1min , there is no power allocation policy which can meet the service outage constraint. If P 1av ≥ P 1min , we can solve this problem by using Lagrangian multiplier method.
Let the Lagrangian be
On the other hand, γ 1 (h) must meet constraint (12c) in the service subspace, therefore,
where λ 1 makes γ 1 (h) meet the power constraint (12a).
Similarly, for the separate problem (9), we have the power allocation policy as given in the following.
If
where
is the threshold that
We've solved the separate problems (8) (9) respectively. To obtain the optimal solution of problem (7), it remains to determine the optimal value of P 1av , P 2av , 1 , 2 .
Regarding (P 1av , P 2av ), we have the following theorem. Theorem 2: Using the optimal power allocation policy (13) (14), the objective function (7) is concave w.r.t. the average power vector (P 1av , P 2av ).
The proof of Theorem 2 relies on the following lemmas.
t. x if f (y) is concave w.r.t. y, f (y) is nondecreasing in each argument, and g i (x) is concave w.r.t. x. This also applies for the case where k → ∞.
See the Appendix for the proof.
The objective function of problem (8)
] is a concave function of P 1av if power is allocated using the policy (13).
The proof of this lemma is a bit complex, and due to space limit, we omit it here. The idea is to show that γ 1 (h) is concave w.r.t. P 1av at each point of h if power is allocated according to (13), then use Lemma 1 to prove the argument.
Lemma 3: If two functions f 1 , f 2 : R n → R are concave, then the function f : Based on Lemma 1 -3, we can prove Theorem 2, see the Appendix for the proof.
Since the objective function is concave w.r.t. (P 1av , P 2av ), and P 1av + P 2av = P av , we can utilize some convex optimization algorithms to search the optimal power vector for a certain ( 1 , 2 ) . However, it remains to determine the value of ( 1 , 2 ).
Regarding ( 1 , 2 ) , we have the following theorem.
The optimal choice of ( 1 , 2 ) to problem (7) must make h
See the Appendix for the proof. With Theorems 2 and 3, we can solve problem (7) (equivalently problem (6)) by first determining the optimal division * 1 , * 2 and then search for the optimal division of power. However, this method is difficult for more than 2 users since we cannot obtain the derivatives of the objective function. Then we try to reduce the N -dimensional problem into 1-dimensional problem based on the above theorems.
Using similar discussions for the two-user case, we can also divide the channel state space
Then the optimal solution in subspace H i with power constraint P iav and service outage constraint i is the same as solutions (13). With these solutions, similar results as Theorems 4, 5 in the case of N users can be obtained.
Theorem 4: The objective function (3) is concave w.r.t. (P 1av , P 2av , . . . , P N av ) if power allocation is based on (13) in each subspace H i , i = 1, 2, · · · , N.
Theorem 5: Using power allocation (13) in each subspace H i , i = 1, 2, · · · , N, the optimal solution of problem (3) must make h
The proofs of Theorems 4, 5 are similar as those of Theorems 2, 3, respectively, and are omitted here.
With the above results, we can prove Theorem 1.
, then we can express the objective function (3) as ((h1, . . . , hi−1, x, hi+1, . . . , hN ) ((h1,...,hi−1,x,hi+1,...,hN ) ) ((h1, . . . , hi−1, x, hi+1, . . . , hN ) 
From (15), we can see that for the channel states h in different subspaces with the sameȟ, allocating the same power at those states would achieve larger average capacity. Besides, from Theorem 5, those channel states would all be either in the service set or in the outage set. Hence, allocating the power
would still make the service outage constraint satisfied. Therefore, the optimal policy would allocate the same power to the channel states with the sameȟ, regardless of which subspace they are in.
Then we can transform problem (3) into 1-dimensional power allocation problem usingȟ,
The PDF ofȟ can be derived as
Then the optimal solution of (16) (equivalently, (3)) can be derived similarly as (12), as given in Theorem 1.
V. SCALING OF MINIMUM AVERAGE POWER WITH NUMBER OF USERS
In this section, we discuss how the required minimum average power would scale with the increase of number of users. We assume that the channels of all users are Rayleigh fading with the same average channel gain
Then, using equation (17), we can obtain the PDF ofȟ, it is in fact Rayleigh fading withΩ = Ω1 N (Correspondingly, the PDF ofȟ is minus exponential). From P {ȟ ≤ȟ = }, we obtainȟ = −Ω ln(1 − ), substitute it into the equation of minimum average power, we obtaiň
where (a) uses the substitutionȟ = h N . As can be seen from Eqn. (18), the minimum average power scales linearly with the number of users N . Note that in this case, the basic service rate r 0 and the service outage probability remains unchanged. With the minimum average power, power allocated in the outage region is zero, and every user would have the same service outage probability. This could be different when P av > P min , as power allocated in the outage region may make the rate of some users larger than r 0 , hence, their service outage probability can be smaller.
The result of (18) can be used as the required power upper bound of this broadcast system when discussing user cooperation or fairness. It is the case where there is no cooperation among users at all or absolute fairness is achieved among all users. Any approach which allows cooperation (like relay, multiuser MIMO) or sacrifices a certain degree of fairness would have performance better than (18). 
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we conduct simulations to justify the analysis. All users are subject to Rayleigh fading, and the average channel gain of user i is Ω i , i = 1, 2, · · · , N. Besides, Gaussian noise with normalized variance for each user is used. Fig. 2 is different capacities versus average power curves in a two-user broadcast system. One can observe that service outage-based capacity lies between ergodic capacity and outage capacity. As the average power increases, the service outage-based capacity increases from outage capacity to ergodic capacity. Since a basic service rate r 0 is guaranteed with probability 1 − , the service outage-based capacity is lower than ergodic capacity. The increase of service outagebased capacity over outage capacity is due to variable-rate transmission. The difference between the service outage-based capacity and the basic service rate is the rate for sending nonreal-time traffic. For instance, with average power 9 dB and basic service rate 0.5 bits/sysmbol, the rate for non-real-time traffic is approximately 0.37 bits/symbol. Furthermore, when the basic service rate increases, the achievable service outagebased capacity decreases with the same average power. This is due to that more power are consumed for guaranteeing the higher service rate in poor channel states, and therefore, power is less efficiently used than that with a lower basic service rate. Fig. 3 shows the scaling of minimum average power P min with the number of users N in three different cases. As can be seen, P min increases linearly with N in all three cases. This is actually the upper bound of the required minimum average power to meet the service outage constraint in such a broadcast system. If cooperation among users are allowed, for instance, using techniques like relay or multiuser MIMO, P min can decrease with the increase of N , which is due to diversity. Moreover, this system achieves absolute fairness among all users (from the perspective that each user is guaranteed the same service outage constraint), if fairness is compromised, P min can also decrease with N , which arises from multiuser diversity. Hence, the obtained scaling can be treated as an upper bound of minimum average power in a broadcast system with user cooperation or which compromises fairness with efficiency for mixed traffic transmission.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we investigated transmitting mixed traffic in a broadcast system using the concept of service outage. We derived the optimal power allocation policy by reducing N -dimensional problem into 1-dimensional problem. Furthermore, we illustrated that without cooperation among users, the required minimum average power to guarantee QoS for each user would increase linearly with the number of users. The linear scaling entails user cooperation or making a compromise between fairness and efficiency.
APPENDIX

A. Proof of Lemma 1
Proof: The proof follows from the definition of concavity. Let x 1 , x 2 ∈ dom g(x), 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, and α = 1 − α, then we need to show that φ(αx 1 + αx 2 ) ≥ αφ(x 1 ) + αφ(x 2 ).
Since g i (x) is concave w.r.t. x, we have g i (αx 1 + αx 2 ) ≥ αg i (x 1 ) + αg i (x 2 ), i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Therefore,
≥ αf (g(x 1 )) + αf (g(x 2 )) = αφ(x 1 ) + αφ(x 2 ), where (a) is due to that f (y) is nondecreasing in each argument, (b) is from the concavity of f (y).
From the concavity proof, we can see that the composition of f and g preserves concavity when k → ∞.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
Proof: According to Lemma 2, E h∈H1 [R(h 1 γ 1 (h))] is concave w.r.t. P 1av , E h∈H2 [R(h 2 γ 2 (h))] is concave w.r.t. P 2av . Then, based on Lemma 3, E h∈H1 [R(h 1 γ 1 (h))] + E h∈H2 [R(h 2 γ 2 (h))] is concave w.r.t. (P 1av , P 2av ).
